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ABSTRACT
The inherent limitations in RF spectrum availability and
susceptibility to interference make it difficult to meet the re-
liability required for automotive safety applications. To ad-
dress this challenge, this work explores an alternative com-
munication system called Visual MIMO that uses light emit-
ting arrays as transmitters and cameras as receivers. Vi-
sual MIMO applied to vehicular communication proposes to
reuse existing LED rear and headlights as transmitters and
existing cameras (e.g. those used for parking assistance,
rear-view cameras) as receivers. In this work we show a
proof of concept based demonstration of the Visual MIMO
system consisting of an LED transmitter array and a high-
speed camera.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless RF based communications applied to automobile

safety can be be susceptible to problems of high interference
and limited spectrum availability. Instead, we propose a
free-space optics approach called Visual MIMO [1] that uses
light emitting arrays as transmitters (such as LED rear and
headlights in vehicles) and cameras as receivers. Vehicles are
increasingly using LEDs for daytime running and tail lights,
as well as cameras (front and rear) that can record images
of other vehicles lights. Computer vision based image anal-
ysis techniques can be used to spatially separate signals and
remove interferences from distractors such as traffic lights,
unlike conventional approaches that either use photodiode
receivers [2] or complex hardware processing [3] .
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Figure 1: Visual MIMO demo block diagram

2. DEMO
An LED array (1), controlled by a microcontroller inter-

faced to a PC, is set to transmit a warning message along
with the speed of the ‘vehicle’in the form of ON-OFF pulses
(ON = bit 1, OFF = bit 0) when triggered by an user. The
LED array is controlled by a microcontroller interfaced to
a PC and transmits the messages in the form of digital in-
formation using ON-OFF signaling. A high speed camera
captures image frames of the array which are then individ-
ually processed and sequentially decoded to retrieve data
and displayed on a receiver computer screen. To ensure suc-
cessful data transmission even while in motion a tracking
algorithm is implemented in OpenCV (Open source Com-
puter Vision library). We will also demonstrate how such
messages can be embedded so that they are nearly imper-
ceptible for the human eye and how the camera view lends
itself to determining a message source’s location.
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